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Subject identification

Subject 21207 - Investment and Business Financing
Credits 1.8 attended (45 Hours) 4.2 non-attended (105 Hours) 6 total (150 Hours).
Group Group 60, 2S, GADE(Campus Extens 70/30)
Semester 2nd semester
Teaching language English

Lecturers

Office hours for students
Lecturers

Start time End time Day Start date End date Location

Ramón Miguel Palou Amengual

ramon.palou@uib.es
10:00h 11:00h Monday 27/09/2010 30/06/2011 DB 021

Degrees where the subject is taught

Degree Character Course Studies

Degree in Business Administration Compulsory Second course Degreee

Contextualisation

To run a company must be investors that provide enough capital to start the necessary investments. These
investments give shape to what is the same company, is not the same with this capital to buy a hotel than to
buy machinery to make cars, in the first case would constitute a tourism company and the second a industrial
one, both completely different. In addition, among all the hotels or all types of machinery to make cars that
can be purchased, there are different possibilities. Each of these possibilities will have some advantages and
some disadvantages, which from the financial point of view will be translated in expectations of increased
income and risk involved with investment. One of the first and most basic financial decisions to be taken by
the company is to decide which alternative runs, so there are a number of techniques that will be studied in
this course. The basic premise is that companies are not isolated in the world, financially speaking. Investors,
rather than investing in the company can always invest in financial markets. The return that investors can get
in financial markets under similar conditions of risk is the opportunity cost of investments of the company,
therefore the alternative investment selection techniques always try to identify alternatives that offer a higher
return than this opportunity cost. To understand what this cost of opportunity meant it must be understood
the functioning of financial markets, specifically how the risk is remunerated on the same, for that reason
this subject is placed after the subject of Financial Economics seen in the first semester. But in addition,
company may seek funding from two very different type of investors, owners (shareholders in companies)
and lenders (banks or investors who buy debt issued by the company traded on financial markets, etc...).
The combination of funds from owners and lenders funds affects the investment-generating resources. For
example, interest paid on debt reduces the benefit of the company, and thereby reducing the taxes paid by the
company. The investment selection Techniques will be in this course also take into account the effect of debt
on resources generated by investments. Debt is a source of primary funding in the company, accelerates the
growth possibilities of the business but also provides financial risk to the same. That is why in this subject we
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will study the main sources of debt financing. In summary this subject includes what is known as Corporate
Finance, seeking investment decisions (which projects to undertake), financing decisions (from which we
obtain resources to finance investment), and short-term financial management (daily cash forecasting, etc.).
From all this we will focus on investment decisions by considering the effects of how to finance the company,
see a description and analysis of the different sources of corporate funding, and as introduction to corporate
finance we will see how we can analyze accounting data to make financial decisions; to understand the
financial situation of a company, information to analyze the viability of a project, etc... Other key aspects
of Corporate Finance that will not be on this subject will be discussed in two later subjects; Business Risk
Management and Financial Management.

Requirements

As was mentioned in the contextualization of this subject, one of the fundamental aspects of Corporate
Finance is to understand the financial environment, companies are not isolated entities, are affected by what
happens in the world. Therefore it is recommended to have completed previous subjects as Introduction
to Markets and Financial Operations and Financial Economics. In the first, apart from the description
of the financial environment and the analysis of fixed income assets, the technique is relevant (financial
mathematics). The second is essential to understand the remuneration of risk in financial markets. Moreover,
accounting information is the basic information generated by the companies for financial decisions, and
obviously the student must know to use it.

Essential

Written and spoken English at an intermediate level.

Recommended

* Introduction to Markets and Financial Operations
* Financial Accounting I
* Financial Economics

Skills

Specific

1. CE2.1. Analyze a company in their environment by using various technical tools..
2. CE2.2.3. Integrate in any functional area of a medium or large organization and play with ease any task

of management, especially all those related to financial economics and corporate finance..
3. CE2.3.3.Prepare financial decisions or financial aspects in companies and organizations, especially in

operational and tactical levels..
4. CE.2.4 Defending the proposed solutions in an articulated using knowledge theoretical and technical

knowledge..

General

1. CG1 Ability to work as a team...
2. CG3 To be able to communicate in English..
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3. CG4 To be able to use routinely a wide range of different information technologies and communication
tools..

4. CG6(CB4) To be able to use information, ideas, problems and solutions to both specialized as non-
specialized public..

5. CG7(CB5) Have developed those learning skills necessary to undertake further studies with a high
degree of autonomy..

Content

Thematic content
1. Introduction to Financial Management

We'll see the place of the Finance Department within the company, and what kind of functions
it does. In addition, we'll discuss how the goals of the company, which affect the objectives
of the Finance Department, may be altered by the separation between ownership and control,
and the confluence of different objectives may have actors involved in the company. In this
context we'll see the existing mechanisms to resolve these conflicts, such as recommendations
of codes of good governance.

2. Financial Analysis
In this chapter we try to see how to use financial reporting, accounting information primarily,
to analyze the economic and financial situation of a company and for making certain important
financial decisions such as the decision to carry out significant investments.

3. Main sources of bank financing
Financial institutions offer different financing options. We'll discuss the major funding for
both long-term and short-term (discount lines, credits lines, confirming, lending operations,
etc.).

4. Main sources of funding in financial markets
Financial markets are an alternative to bank financing. This module discusses the main ways in
which companies can be financed in financial markets. Basically the issue of debt and property
titles (shares in the case of companies)

5. Selection of investment projects
Study of different methods to determine which investment projects are appropriate for the
company i.e. that offers more than the opportunity cost of capital and within these which is
the most appropriate according the objectives of the study.

6. Projects analysis and evaluation
Tools for selecting of investment projects are based on forecasts. In fact the same investment
decisions are based on forecasts. Here we will see different ways of working with these
estimates, controlling the risk we face when working with estimates.

7. Introduction to the cost of capital
This module discusses the determination of the opportunity cost of the investments that the
company plan, cost of capital for simple cases, which generally are the majority. That is, when
a company is studying new investments projects with similar characteristics to the company
itself and no changes in the funding policy of the company.

8. An advanced analysis of the cost of capital
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When new investments projects of the company are substantially different from those which
make its activity, or involve a significant financial restructuring, we must go one step further
in determining the opportunity cost of capital, determining the cost of capital. This module
will give this step, for these special cases, we will see different ways of calculating the cost of
capital using the information that we can obtain from financial markets (comparison method),
and how we can act if we did not find valid information in financial markets.

Teaching methodology

Attended activities

Type Name G. type Description

Theory classes Theory Large group (G) The teacher will present the theoretical foundations of the subject. At
the same time, made practical examples for the correct understanding of
theoretical contents. In each subject, the student will have information on
the material that will be used to independently prepare content. It will
promote active student participation.

Practical classes Practice Medium group (M)By the method of solving exercises and problems, students put into
practice the knowledge acquired in theory classes. It will promote active
student participation. This participation will be valued within the global
assessment of students.

Assessment Final Exam Large group (G) It consists on a final written exam on June. If the student fails, there is a
retake examination on September.

Assessment Partial Exam Medium group (M) It is a partial exam that includes theory and practice. It will cover Chapters
1 to 4.

Non-attended activities

Type Name Description

Individual self-
study

Individual study The student must dedicate time to personal study to be able to understand the contents
of the subject.

Group self-study Group Work 1 Once finished chapters 1 and 2, student's groups proposed by the teacher must work on
these issues. The aims of these works are to practice the knowledge and encourage skills
of teamwork, for that reason it will not be the students who choose the group members,
will be professor who determine the composition of the group.

Group self-study Group Work 2 Once finished chapters 5 or 6, student's groups proposed by the teacher must work on
chapter 3 to 5 or 6. The aims of these works are to put into practice the knowledge and
encourage skills of teamwork, for that reason it will not be the students who choose the
group members, will be professor who determine the composition of the group.

Group or individual
self-study

Proposed exercises Students have to work individually or in group on solving exercises by themselves to be
sure they understand the theory and are able to put into practice. During the course, the
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Type Name Description

professor will give to the students some exercises and their solutions that may facilitate
a better understanding of the subject.

Workload estimate

Type Name Hours ECTS %

Attended activities 45 1.8 30

Theory classes Theory 30 1.2 20

Practical classes Practice 11.5 0.46 7.67

Assessment Final Exam 2 0.08 1.33

Assessment Partial Exam 1.5 0.06 1

Non-attended activities 105 4.2 70
Individual self-study Individual study 50 2 33.33

Group self-study Group Work 1 10 0.4 6.67

Group self-study Group Work 2 10 0.4 6.67

Group or individual self-study Proposed exercises 35 1.4 23.33

Total 150 6 100

At the beginning of the semester the subject schedule will be available to students through the UIBdigital
platform. This schedule will at least include the dates for the continuous assessment exams and assignment
deadlines. Furthermore, the lecturer will inform students as to whether the subject syllabus will be carried
out according to the schedule or otherwise, including Campus Extens.

Student learning assessment

Practice

Type Practical classes

Technique Observation techniques (Non-recoverable)
Description By the method of solving exercises and problems, students put into practice the knowledge acquired in

theory classes. It will promote active student participation. This participation will be valued within the

global assessment of students.

Assessment criteria Active participation in class will be evaluated.

Final mark percentage: 5% for pathway A
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Final Exam

Type Assessment

Technique Objective tests (Recoverable)
Description It consists on a final written exam on June. If the student fails, there is a retake examination on September.

Assessment criteria Theory and exercises to be solved on the exam.

Final mark percentage: 50% for pathway A

Partial Exam

Type Assessment

Technique Objective tests (Non-recoverable)
Description It is a partial exam that includes theory and practice. It will cover Chapters 1 to 4.

Assessment criteria Theory and exercises to be solved on the exam.

Final mark percentage: 20% for pathway A

Group Work 1

Type Group self-study

Technique Papers and projects (Non-recoverable)
Description Once finished chapters 1 and 2, student's groups proposed by the teacher must work on these issues. The

aims of these works are to practice the knowledge and encourage skills of teamwork, for that reason it will

not be the students who choose the group members, will be professor who determine the composition of the

group.

Assessment criteria

Final mark percentage: 12% for pathway A

Group Work 2

Type Group self-study

Technique Papers and projects (Non-recoverable)
Description Once finished chapters 5 or 6, student's groups proposed by the teacher must work on chapter 3 to 5 or

6. The aims of these works are to put into practice the knowledge and encourage skills of teamwork, for

that reason it will not be the students who choose the group members, will be professor who determine the

composition of the group.

Assessment criteria

Final mark percentage: 13% for pathway A

Resources, bibliography and additional documentation

Basic bibliography

* Ross, Westerfield and Jordan (2010) Fundamentals of Corporate Finance. 9th edition. McGraw-Hill

Additional bibliography
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* Brealey, Myers and Allen (2010) Principles of Corporate Finance. 9th edition. McGraw-Hill
* Brealey, Myers y Marcus (2007) Fundamentals of Corporate Finance. 6th edition. McGraw-Hill
* Grimblatt and Titman (2002) Financial Markets and Corporate Strategy. 2nd edition. McGraw-Hill
* Lassala, Medal, Navarro, Sanchis, y Soler (2007) Dirección Financiera II-Métodos de Financiación

Empresarial. Ed. Pirámide
* Pedreira (2007) Fundamentos de Financiación. Ed. Universitaria Ramon Areces
* Pedreira (2007) Manual de Teoría de la Financiación. Ed. Universitaria Ramon Areces
* Ross, Westerfield and Jaffe (2009) Corporate Finance. 9th edition. McGraw-Hill

Other resources

Material prepared by teachers and readings


